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APPLICATION OF CONFORMAL MAPPING TO VISCOUS FLOW
BETWEEN MOVING CIRCULAR CYLINDERS*

BY

LEE A. SEGEL
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England

Abstract. This work shows that conformal mapping provides an effective way to
solve certain unsteady two-dimensional perturbation problems involving the flow of
a viscous incompressible fluid, in particular flow between moving circular cylinders.
If the outer cylinder is considered fixed, the principal motions treated are the slow
rotation of a slightly eccentric inner cylinder, and the vibration of an inner cylinder
about a slightly eccentric point. Mapping the given circular boundaries (of a cross-
section) into concentric circles enables one to solve for the stream function by means
of a series.

In the first problem, the solution is carried far enough to afford an estimate for
convergence. The torque on the inner cylinder and the second order steady streaming
are computed, and a necessary re-examination of the meaning of the second concept
is given. Various special cases of the second problem are shown to illuminate the con-
cepts of virtual mass and viscous damping. The results for high frequency vibration
bear on an experimental paper by Stuart and Woodgate, some of the low frequency
results on theoretical papers by Andres and Ingard, and by Stokes. Both problems
are of general interest in connection with the design of certain control mechanisms,
and with experiments on Helium II.

1. Introduction. Successful applications of conformal mapping to problems of
fluid mechanics go back over a hundred years [3] and continue to the present. (See
for example the many papers of L. C. Woods in the Proceedings of the Royal Society (A)
and elsewhere.) Almost all of these applications have concerned two-dimensional flows
of an inviscid incompressible fluid, since the well-known result

d2fr(s, y) . d2^(x, y) _ dV(£, y) , dV({, r?)"| df
dx2 + dy2 L df + dv2 J I dz (1.1)

^[z(£, 77), j/(£, 77)] — v)

concerning the transformation of the Laplace operator under a conformal transformation

2 = «(f) (2 = x + iy, f = £ + iv)

means that the governing (Laplace) equation for the stream function remains invariant
if the plane of the independent variables is subjected to a conformal transformation.
Consequently, any awkward boundary shape can be changed into a more convenient
one, the only penalty being (generally) an alteration in the conditions which the stream
function must satisfy on that boundary.

The object of this paper is to show that the use of conformal mapping provides
an effective way to solve certain two-dimensional problems involving the flow of a
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viscous incompressible fluid. The governing equation for SF is now more complicated—
(2.8) with J* = 1—and is no longer invariant under a conformal transformation, but
if the awkward boundary is near a convenient one then the use of conformal mapping
to exchange the former boundary for the latter will cause only a small alteration in
the equation and boundary conditions, so that the transformed problem can be handled
by standard perturbation methods. The particular problems discussed here involve
flows forced by small amplitude motions of a boundary and therefore demonstrate
the effectiveness of this approach in what might be termed "time dependent boundary-
perturbation problems."

That conformal mapping would provide a useful method of attacking boundary
perturbation problems was suggested several years ago by Lin [5]. In another paper [10],
Segel has proved that the method is a valid one for such problems involving the equa-
tion d2w/dx2 + d2w/dif -f \w = 0 (X a constant), e.g., for determining the possible
modes and frequencies of vibrating membranes bounded by an ellipse of small eccen-
tricity ("near-circle") or by a "near" isosceles right triangle. The present paper and [10]
therefore comprise a detailed investigation, practical and theoretical, of Lin's suggestion.

The particular flow problems selected as examples are sufficiently complicated both
to furnish a good indication of the scope and limitations of the method and to
provide illustration and clarification of such general concepts of fluid mechanics as
virtual mass and steady streaming. Furthermore, two-dimensional flows between moving
nearly concentric circular cylinders currently are of great interest in connection with
the design of control mechanisms for aircraft and rockets, and with experiments on
Helium II [14].

2. Rotating cylinders: formulation. Consider two right circular cylinders of radii
ri and r2 , r2 > r, . Supposing that their respective axes are always parallel, we investi-
gate the two-dimensional motion caused when the axis of the inner cylinder rotates
in a circular path about the axis of the outer. Let the complex z-plane represent a cross-
section perpendicular to the axes. The intersection of the plane with the cylinders is
two circles; let zx = r,e exp [iu «(/)] and z2 = 0 be the position of their centers at time
t. Here 1/co is some typical time associated with the motion, t is a dimensionless constant,
and a is any real valued function of the time t.

As is well known, the bilinear mapping f = (Az -f- B)/(Cz + D) sends "circles"
into "circles". (A "circle" is a circle or a straight line.) It would seem likely that proper
choice of the constants A, B, C, and D would enable one to map the given eccentric
z-plane configuration into concentric circles in the f-plane. This is indeed possible:
if f = p exp (i<t>), the mapping

z + ri(8 — t) exp (iwa)
Sz + (1 — 8e)r! exp (iua) (2.1)

with

5 = -2e{(rl/r\) - 1 - + [{(r\/r\) - 1 - 2 - 4e2]1/2i"1, (2.2)

sends the moving circle | z — zx \ = n and the fixed circle | 3 | — r2 into the fixed con-
centric circles p = 1 and p — fi. (Compare [4].) Here

0 = {r2/r0(1 - € 5)~\ (2.3)
Instead of employing r2/r1 and e, the actual dimensionless geometric parameters
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of the problem, we will express the solution in terms of /3 and 5. To this end we note
that

e = _(f _ i) 5/(1 _ f S2). (2.4)
In order to obtain the equations of motion in the f plane, we observe that if u and v

are the velocities in the direction of p increasing and of <£ increasing respectively, then
the continuity equation is [2, p. 114]

d(pjw\)/dp + d(.JU2v)/d<t> = 0, (2.5)

where the Jacobian J and the dimensionless Jacobian J* are given by

J = r\J* = dz
dt

= d(x, y) =  r'(l - a2)2
d(£> v) (1 — 2 8p cos <f> + p" 5')' (2.6)

If we therefore define a dimensionless stream function \p by

u = r\wp 'J 1/2(d{p/d<j>), v = —r]wJ I,2(d^/dp), (2.7)

the continuity equation is automatically satisfied. The equation of motion is now easily
found. Writing the z-plane Navier-Stokes equation in vorticity form (i.e. eliminating
the pressure) and using (1.1) and the related result

d(^i , Sfr2) _ 1 , fc) d(£, y)
d(x, y) 3(J, v) d(x, y) '

we arrive immediately at the equation of motion

where A\p = (d2\///dp2) + p ' (d\p/dp) + p (d'\p/d<j>")} li is the Reynolds number

R — r\o) y, (2.9)

and v is the kinematic viscosity.
Before establishing boundary conditions, we must specify the physical problem

under consideration more precisely. For as the inner cylinder rotates as a whole about
the origin, it may retain its orientation with respect to the line joining zt and z2 , or
with respect to the outer circle, or it may rotate about its own center in some other
prescribed manner. We consider here the case in which the inner circle retains its orienta-
tion with respect to the fixed outer circle. The other constant rotation cases require
only a simple modification of the boundary conditions.

The case in which both zl and z2 are fixed, 5^ z2 , and | z, — z2 I is small, and in
which each circle rotates about its own center with angular velocities on and co2 , is
treated by Wood [15] who uses the time independent version of (2.1) appropriate to
his problem, writing it down as a change of variables with 110 comment. He then expands
the stream function and boundary conditions in powers of 5. Essentially the same
problem as Wood's was also treated by Nikitin [8]. The latter used polar coordinates
and therefore had to expand the position of the boundary, as well as the stream function
and the boundary conditions, in powers of the appropriate small parameter.

In order to formulate our boundary conditions, we suppose, with no loss of generality,
that a(0) = 0. Then if at / = 0 a point on the inner circle has position z(0) = i\e +
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r, exp (id), at time t the point will be at z(t) = r,e exp (iu a(t) ) + n exp (id) and will
have velocity z'(t) — irxtu a'(t) exp (iu a(t) ) with components a'urit sin (0 — ua)
and a'urle cos (6 — coa) respectively normal and tangent to the inner circle. But, from
(2.1), when z — rlt exp (iua) -f exp (id) ,

f = exp (i<f>) = {exp [i(8 — ax*)] + <)}/{ <5 exp [i(B — coa)] + 1}
With this we can easily find cos (6 — ua) and sin (d — ua) in terms of 4>:

to \ cos</> — 2 8 + S2 cos<t> ■ x sin <£(1 — 52) .cos (6 - ua) = , n . ' , , sin (6 - ua) =    , , ,2- (2.10)1 — 2 5 cos <f> + 8 1 — 2 8 cos 4> + 5 v y
The boundary conditions on are therefore

at o = 1 • q'(fl2 - 1) 5(1 - 52)2sin0
a P d* ~ (1 - /32 52)(1 - 2 6 cos 0 + 82)2 ' ^11;

d± a'(P2 - 1) 3(1 - 82)(cos<l> - 2 8 + 52 cos 0)
dp (1 - /32 52)(1 - 2 5 cos 0 + 52)2

at p = /S: dip/d<t> = d\p/dp = 0. (2.12)
As will be examined in more detail later, the boundary conditions (2.11) and (2.12)
must be supplemented by the condition that the pressure be single-valued. Then the
parabolic differential equation (2.8), the boundary conditions (2.11) and (2.12), and
an initial condition of the form

1 = 0: \p(p,<t>,0) prescribed, (2.13)
together comprise a well-defined mathematical problem.

The problem is non-linear. In order to be able to solve it, we restrict ourselves to
the case in which the distance | — z2 | between the centers is small: that is, to the
case in which e, and hence 8, is small. In the standard way, we assume that, for suffi-
ciently small 5, is given by the series

* = h 8 + ^ 82 + • • • (2.14)
and we expand the differential equation and boundary conditions in powers of 8, set
the coefficients of 8, 82, • • • equal to zero, and obtain

0(5): AA^, - R d(A^)/dt = 0.
p = l:d^,/dp = a'(jS2 — 1) cos0, d^i/d0 = — a'(/32 — 1) sin 0.
P = /?: d\p1/dp = d\px/d<f> = 0. (2.15a, b, c)

0(52): AA^2 — R d(A\p2)/dt = — + 4 A(p cos 0 A^).
P d(p, <t>)

p = 1: d^/dp = 2(/32 - 1) cos 20, d$2/d<t> = -2(/32 - 1) sin 20.

p = /J: d\l/2/dp = d\]/2/dcj) = 0. (2.16a, b, c)

T? R ["*(*, , A*t) , a(^2 , AiAi) . 3(^i , — 4p cos0 Ai/-,)1~ ~t 7 L <«p,*> + «Cp,« +  J
A[4p cos 0 A\[/2 — 2(1 -f- p2 -f- 2p2 cos2 0) A^j]

p = 1: dt3/dp = (/32 — l)(/32 — 4 + 6 cos 20),
d^3/<3</> = ■—(/32 - l)(/32 + 2 + 6 cos 20).

p = 0: d^z/dp = d\f/3/d<j> = 0. etc. (2.17a, b, c)
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Once is found, the velocities u and v follow at once from (2.7), and the pressure
p(p, <t>) = dp, + 52p, + • • • can be found from the Navier-Stokes equations in (p, <j>)
coordinates (cf. [2, p. 101-103]). Since we will need it later, we note that p, satisfies

Po'(dp,/dp) = vup~1[d(A}//l) d<f>)], po\dpJd<j>) = — Kop[d(A^,)/dp]. (2.18a, b)

A formula for an important physical quantity is that for the counterclockwise torque
about the origin which it is necessary to exert in order to keep the inner cylinder rotating
in the prescribed manner. To derive it, we consider the moment caused by the stresses
Ppp and Pp4, acting on a given element A<j> of the inner circle. With the aid of a simple
diagram and a little trigonometry, the counterclockwise moment exerted by the fluid
on the element is seen to be

[PppTii sin (6 — coa) + P^rii 1 + e cos (6 — ojq)]J1/2 A<j>.

The factor J1/2 must be included since Ppp and PH are actual stresses; to find the force
they exert on p — 1 one must therefore multiply by the length element | dz \ =
| dz/d£ | | c/f | = J1/2 d<f>. To obtain the desired torque T, we change the sign and integrate

T = -r, ['* {Pppe sin (6 - cca) + P»[ 1 + « cos (9 - o>a))]\JW2 d<t>. (2.19)
J 0

Ppp and Pp0 can be written in terms of u and v, and hence ip, by [2, p. 103] so that the
coefficients T, in the expansion T = T, 8 + T2 <52 + • • • can be found using (2.10)
and (2.4).

3. Constant angular velocity. We consider now the special (and most interesting)
case when the inner circle rotates about the origin with constant angular velocity u.
Here a(t) = t, a'(I) = 1. The boundary conditions are time independent, so that y1/
is as well. The equation for 4/, is then AA^, = 0 so, from the boundary conditions,
the form of \px is evidently

>Ai = (/32 — 1) cos <f> c(p). (3.1)

Since e(p) satisfies an equi-dimensional ordinary differential equation, it is easily found
to be

e(p) = CiP-> + C2p In p + C3p + CJ. (3.2)

From the boundary conditions (2.15 b, c), with a' = 1 of course, we find

n - JL r ~(^ + !) r - 2/32 In 0 + 2 In - 02 + 1 _ _1_
Cl ~ 2d, ' 2 d, ' 3 2 rf, ' 4 2 d, ' { '

where

d, = /32 In p + In /3 - pr + 1. (3.4)

But the solution just found is not the only one satisfying AAf = 0 and the boundary
conditions (2.15 b,c). In fact

h(p) = bi + ^2 hi p + b3p~ + bip2 In p (3.5)

satisfies AAA = 0, so provided only that the two requirements h'( 1) = 0 and h'ifi) = 0
are satisfied, (/32 — l)(e)(cos <p) + h satisfies the same equation and boundary con-
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Fig. 1. Shapes of e(p)/p and e'(p).

ditions as (/S3 — l)(cos <t>) (e) itself: the four arbitrary constants in h are not determined
by the two above requirements on h'. Recall however that the pressure must be single-
valued. Since d(Ah)/dp = 4&4p-1, we see from (2.18b) that unless b4 = 0, px will have
a term proportional to </> and will not be single-valued. Hence 64 = 0, the requirements
on h' imply that b2 — b3 = 0, and the stream function is determined up to an arbitrary
additive constant.

The solution obtained is the only time independent one to the 0(8) equations (2.15)
with a! = 1. However, any time dependent solution to (2.15a), having vanishing space
derivatives on p = 1 and p = /3, could still be added to the ^i of (3.1), and appropriate
initial conditions could be satisfied by superposition of these solutions. The result would
represent a flow forced by the assigned initial conditions and by the revolving cylinder.
We are interested only in the motion caused by the revolving cylinder; consequently
the \pi of (3.1) is, as it stands, the desired first order stream function.

Before considering the higher approximations, let us examine some of the features
of the flow as given by the first order solution. We have performed calculations for
/3 = 2.718 corresponding to a configuration in which the outer radius is about three
times the inner. The particular value of /3 was of course chosen in order that In = 1,
thereby simplifying the calculations.

With jS = 2.718, the functions e(p)/p and e'(p) have the shapes given in Fig. 1.
Since the first order approximations to the velocities are ux 8 = (p_1 dip,/d4>) 8 =
(— 5)(/32 — 1) p_1 e sin 6 and »,{ = (- d^i/dp) 8 = (— 8)(|32 — 1) e' cos <t>, the "flow"
in the f plane forms two symmetric vortices. At a given instant, the flow in the physical
plane will therefore have the slightly asymmetric appearance of Fig. 2.

Since the inverse of (2.1) is

z = T\ exp (tut) — f ^ "t e   = F({) exp (iwt) (3.6)
1 — Of

the velocity field looks steady to an observer rotating with angular velocity u. (This
also follows at once from the fact that an observer sitting on the inner cylinder would
see a fixed geometrical configuration in which moves a fluid driven by the steady counter-
clockwise rotation of the outer cylinder.) The fluid is pushed away from the front of
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Fig. 2. Rotating inner cylinder: instantaneous streamlines.

the inner cylinder and then is deflected outward and backward by the outer cylinder.
It flows inward and forward again at the back, filling the gap left by the retreating
inner cylinder.

We must explain briefly why we have spoken of "flows" in the f plane. If one uses
conformal mapping for determining the flow of inviscid incompressible fluids, it is
certainly permissible to speak of a flow in the transformed plane, since the governing
equation (Laplace's) is invariant. Here, the governing equation is changed so that the
"flow" in the transformed plane is not generally speaking a possible flow of a real fluid.

If 8 is small enough to insure convergence of the ^ series, the flow should not depart
appreciably from the first order flow described above. Nonetheless, it is necessary to
calculate higher approximations in order to find how small 8 need be—and to compute
such quantities as the torque T, for (3.1) can be shown to give Ti = 0. (This can also
be deduced from symmetry arguments which demonstrate that T must be an even
function of 8.)

Therefore we note that with the value of \pi already computed, the 0(S2) equation
(2.16a) becomes

AA^2 = R(/32 - l)2 sin 4C2(2 111 pi+ + 2C*('3 ~2 8(7'r' + 8C2p2l
L p / P J (3.7)

+ (/J2 - 1)(64C4 - 16C2p"2 cos 2<*>),

so that its solution is of the form

^2 = (02 — l)[/(p) cos 2<j> + g(p) sin 2<t> + h(p)]. (3.8)

Substitution of (3.8) into (3.7) and solution of the resulting differential equations subject
to the boundary conditions (2.16 b, c) show that

/(p) = A.!p 2 + A2 + -43p2 + Aipi + C2p~ In p, (3.9)
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g(p) = BlP~2 + B2 + B3p2 + Btp*

+ + In p

16C\Ct - C\ - 4C2C3 2+ A""lW £ P2 In p - ^ p2 In2 p] , (3.10)

h(p) = Z>! + D2 In p + D3p2 + Dtp2 In p + C4p*• (3.11)

By an argument parallel to the one around (3.5), it can be shown that p2 is single valued
if and only if Z>4 = 0. Computation of the correct values for the remaining constants
is now straightforward but tedious. The results are given in [9] as are the complicated <J/3
equation and its lengthy solution. With them one can derive the torque formula

T2/vp4ur\ = {ff - 1)[2C, + C2 + 2C4(4/32 - 1) - (fi2 - 1)(| + C, + §C2 - C4)].

Also, since the convergence radius of the assumed expansions in powers of 8 cannot
be estimated rigorously, the magnitudes of the higher order corrections to imust be
used to give a "practical" estimate. All we know a priori is that we have neglected the
nonlinear convection terms, as opposed to the diffusion terms, in (2.8) so that we must
have 82 "much less" than 8/R. Although we can choose R to be as large as we like and
then choose 5 to make 5 <3C 1 /R, we have assumed that diffusion is the dominant process
in the flow so that our approximation is essentially a low Reynold's number one.

Calculations of the tangential velocity v [9] for /3 = 2.718 and R = 1 show that
if 8 = — 0.01, the third order correction to v is at most 2 1/2 per cent of the second
approximation so that in this case "convergence for | 8 | much less than l/R" means
"convergence for | 5 | less than about 10~2/R". If one used for a fluid "Rotring" motor
oil {v = 9 cm2 sec-1, n = 8 gm cm-1 sec-1 at 1 atmosphere and 20°C according to p. 230
of Schlichting's Grenzschicht-Theorie) the case $ = 2.718, R = 1, 8 = — 0.01 might
correspond to an inner cylinder of radius 1.2 cm rotating once per second within an
outer cylinder of radius 3.2 cm, the axis of the inner cylinder being displaced 0.08 cm
from the axis of the outer. This displacement is 6.4 per cent of the inner radius and
4 per cent of the outer. The value of the torque per unit length in this case is G.7 X 10~2
dyne-cm/cm.

Many details of the flow are most easily determined by obtaining the required
quantity from \p(p, <f) evaluated at the point (p, 0) corresponding to the point (r, 6)
in question: the torque calculation was carried out in this manner. In some instances,
however, it is necessary to find ^(r, 6) explicitly by developing from an expansion
of (2.1) series such as

p = s + 5(/32 — s2) cos (0 — ut) + • • • (s = r/r,),

cos <f> = cos (6 — wt) + 5(1 /2)s_1 (/3" + s2)[l — cos 2(8 — «<)] + • • • ,

and thereby computing ^(r, 6) = ^0(r, 6) + ^(r, 6) + • • • from ip(p, $).
The most important quantities to be found from ^>(r, 0)—or, more correctly, from

SP(r, 0, t)—are the steady streaming velocities ?<„(?•, 0) and v,(r, 0). Since a computation
shows that

T r i) ry g 2

*. = T~l fg *(r, 0, t) dt = 52[^t-e(S) + + /,(s)J + 0(53)

- -f- 0(53) (T = 2ttIco) j
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the leading contributions to the streaming are u, = 0 + 0(53) and vj(j^co) = — d\fr2./dr =
— (C2 + 4C4)(/32s_1 — s) giving (to this order) a steady tangential flow opposite to the
direction of rotation, its magnitude increasing from zero at the outer cylinder (s = 0)
to — (C2 + 4C4) (/32 — 1) at the inner cylinder (s = 1). The fact that the direction of
the streaming is opposite to what one would expect seems to be common to low Reynold's
number problems. (See Sec. 6.)

It is at first alarming that although the boundary conditions require that the tan-
gential velocity at a point (r, 8) of the inner cylinder be proportional to cos (6 — ut)
and therefore have a zero time average, our calculation shows a non-zero streaming
at the inner boundary. To resolve this difficulty, it is necessary to examine more closely
the meaning of these calculations. What we have done is to compute the average velocity
at a given point (r, 6) from a coordinate system fixed in the stationary outer cylinder;
the results could be verified experimentally by suspending an appropriate device at
(r, 6) from a frame fixed to the outer cylinder. Viewed either mathematically or experi-
mentally, it is clear that this procedure can have no meaning for points inside r =
ri (1 + e), for every such point is for a time inside the rotating inner cylinder. During
this time, the velocity at such points is undefined so a formal mathematical average
has no meaning, and obviously an instrument, even if it could pass through the cylinder,
would produce irrelevant readings.

If one were standing on the inner cylinder, no difficulties in measuring the streaming
would be apparent near it, but the same difficulties would appear near the outer. The
theoretical result here is us = 0, v, = r1o(C2 + 4(7.,) (s — 1), again giving a tangential
streaming opposite to the direction of rotation seen by the observer. To sum up, in a
flow caused by boundaries in motion relative to each other, there is a different steady
streaming with respect to each of the boundaries; to single out this aspect of the flow
generally has no meaning near to boundaries other than that one selected for reference.

4. Variable angular velocity. If the inner cylinder rotates with a variable angular
velocity, i.e. if a is no longer considered to be a linear function of t, we write the first
order equation (2.15) as

dQJdt = R'1 AQt , Qt = . (4.1)
If we assume separable solutions of the form

Q, = m(p) (/32 — 1) cos 4> exp (ipt), ipi — n(p)(P2 — 1) cos <t> exp (ipt), (4.2)
then equations (4.1) are satisfied, for any constant p, if and only if

n" + p~V — p~2n = m, (4.3)

p'm" + pm' + (fc2p2 — 1 )m = 0, k2 = —ipR. (4.4)

Since (4.4) is a Bessel equation

m(p) = AJ.Qcp) +BY1(kP); (4.5)

n(p) can now be obtained by variation of parameters. In general, n(p) will contain two
more arbitrary constants (in addition to A and B)] in this case satisfaction of the two
boundary conditions (2.15c) at p = requires these constants to be zero. Since p is
arbitrary, we superpose the solutions already obtained and attempt a solution of the
form

^ = (/32 - 1) cos 0 f exp {ip()[pF{p, k) - p~'G(p, fc)] dp (4.6)
J —oo
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in which k = (— ipR)1/2,

F(p, k) = [ lAikWm + B(k)Yx(k£)] rff, (4.7)
J p

G{p, k) = [ [A{k)JM) + B{k) YM)]? df, (4.8)
J p

or, since the integrals in (4.7) and (4.8) can be evaluated, where

F(P, k) = -k-lA(k)[J0(kf)) - J0(kp)] - k-'B^iYom - Y0(kP)}, (4.9)

G(p, k) = k~lA(k)[l32J2m - p2J2(kp)] + k~lB(k)[l32Y2m - p2Y2(kp)}. (4.10)

From the two remaining boundary conditions we therefore find that

A(k) = ^ [Y2(k) - p2Y2m], B(k) = [JM - 02J2m], (4.11)

in which

D(k) = u0(k) - j0m)[Y,(k) - p2Y2m] (412)

- [J2(k) - fi2 J2(pk) ] [ Y0(fc) - Y0(/3A') ].

With all this, we see finally that & can be written as

h = (2ir)_1/2(/32 - 1) cos 4> e'"[pZ'(p' fc) 'D^Up' k)]m dp (4.13)

where we have made the abbreviations

Zi(p, k) = [JM - p2J2(t3k)][Y0(j3k) ~ Y0(pk)}

- [j0m - Jo(pk)][YM - 02Y2m],

z2{P, k) = [Y.2(k) - /32Y2mm°-j2m - pJ,(p&)]

- [pY.m - p Y2{Pk)][j2(a-) - $2jm)},
and where H is the inverse Fourier transform of a':

a'(t) = (2tr)"I/2 [ e~"1 H(p) dp. (4.14)
J — CO

(4.13) may be partially checked by noting that it should reduce to (3.1) when a'{t) = 1.
But when a' = 1, (2tt)~1/2H = <5(s), the Dirac delta function, and evaluation of (4.13)
is afforded by finding the limit of Zi(p, k)/D(k) and Z2(p, k)/D{k) as k —* 0+. This is
most easily accomplished directly from the series definitions of the various Bessel func-
tions involved; the computations show that (4.13) does reduce to (3.1) when a = 1.

Finally, behavior of i/'i at large time can sometimes be found at once from known
asymptotic formulas for Fourier transforms. Using a formula in ([7], p. 483), since for
p —* 0 the square bracket in the integrand of (4.13) behaves like

1 (/32 - p2)(3p - p"1) - OS2 + 1) In 03/p)
 2 i -G3' + 1) In #3 + °(p)' (4'15)

if
H+{p) ~ Cpm for p —» 0 (where H+(p) =0 for p < 0)
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then as t —> °°
. n , cr(m + 1) (l/2)(,32 - p2)(3p - P'1) - (02 + 1) In (0/P)

^ ~ (0 - 1) C0S4>  ! _(02 + 1) ln/s
The 0(p) term in (4.15) has been evaluated, but it seems too complicated to be of interest;
note, however, that terms of 0(p In p), which arise from the Bessel functions of the second
kind Y0 and F2 , cancel, so that the remainder in (4.15) is 0(p).

5. Vibrating cylinders: formulation and first approximation. Let us again consider
the two circular cylinders of Sec. 2, only this time let the center of the inner cylinder
remain fixed at z = Zi = 0 while z2, the center of the outer, vibrates about r,e according
to z2 = rxt (1 + cos cat). Neither cylinder will be allowed to rotate about its center,
though, as before, such rotations present no difficulty aside from more complicated
computations. This problem is a natural complement to that of Sec. 2; it also contains
different features which may be associated with the fact that there is no longer a co-
ordinate system in which the problem is steady.

To solve, we proceed as before. The conformal mapping

f = (z - r, S)/(n - Sz) (5.1)
transforms the circle with center zx and radius r, into p = 1, and the circle with center
z2 and radius r2 into the concentric circle p = /3. Note that (with the abbreviation a =
r2/Vi) the value of 5,

<   2t(l+costofl 
a2 — 1 — e2(l + costof)2+ {[a2 — 1 — e2(l + cosco/)2]2—4e2(l + cosw/)2}1/2 '

varies with time so that the mapping (5.1), and the Jacobian

J — j dz/d{ |2 = r2(l — 52)2(1 —(— 2p 5 cos <t> -f- 52p2) 2 (5.3)

are now functions of time. The dimensionless stream function (defined as in (2.7))
will therefore satisfy

+ 1 | ^(Ai/J) (r = cot) (5.4)
p o(p, <t>) &

with appropriate boundary conditions on p = 1 and p = /3. The outer circle, while
now concentric with the inner, has a time varying radius

/3 = a[l — 5e(l + cos r)]-1. (5.5)

To make the boundaries into fixed concentric circles, one would have either to make
a further radial (non-conformal) transformation or to use the standard series expansion
method, discussed in [10]. However, as

/3 = a + e2(l + cos t)2a(a2 — l)"1 + • • • = a[l + 0(e2)], (5.6)

the effect of the variation of /3 with time need not be taken into account until the third
approximation is considered.

Taking a and e as the geometric parameters of the problem, we assume that =
+ • • * and proceed as usual. Noting that

-5 = «(1 + cos r)(a2 - 1)_I + 2e3(l + cos t)V - l)"2 + • • • , (5.7)

we find that (5.4) separates into

0(e): R d(A\p,)/dT - AA^ = 0. (5.8)
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0(e): R d(A^2)/dr — AA^2 = — Rp 1 d(A^i , ti)/d(p> <t>) + cos# sin t A^,
a — I

+ A[4p cos <f> (1 + cos r) A^Ka2 — I)"1,
while the boundary conditions are

(5.9)

(5.10)

0(e) : p = 1: d\f/i/dp — drf/i/d<l) = 0.
p = a: d\f/x/dp = —sin <f> sin r, d^x/d<j> — —a cos <j> sin r.

0(e2) : p = 1: d^z/dp = d\//2/d<t> = 0.

p = a: dfa/dp = —a(a" — 1) '(2 sin r + sin 2r) sin 2</>.

d\l/2/d<j> = —a2(a2 — 1) '(2 sin r + sin 2t) cos 2$. (5.11)

As (5.8) is the same as (4.1), we follow the procedure of Sec. 4 to obtain the following
solution to (5.8) and (5.10):

fa = Im [e(p) sin<£ exp (ir)], (5.12)
where, if S = i3/2R1/2

e(P) = -(4/2S){pWSp) - Jo(S)] + p'l[p2J,(SP) - «/2(-S)]}

- (B/2S){p[F0(Sp) - F„(S)] + p_1[p2F2(*Sp) - F,(S)]}, (5.13)
A = 2S[a2Y2(Sa) - Y2{S)]/d{a), B = -2S[aV2(&*) - /2(S)]/rf(a), (5.14)

d(a) = [J0(Sa) - J0(S)][a2Y2(Sa) - F2(S)]

- [aV2(Sa) - ./,(£) ][F0(Sa) - F0(S)]. (5.15)

The most interesting physical quantity to be derived from this result is FH , the
horizontal force on the inner cylinder caused by the prescribed motion of the outer.
(The vertical force is zero by symmetry.) A computation shows that the force (taken
positive in the direction of x increasing) on a length L of the cylinder is

F„ = Im {R-'MUoa exp (iat)S[AJ2(S) + £F2(,S)][1 + 0(e)]}, (5.16)
where, for reasons discussed below, we have made the abbreviations

U0 — Ti ew, M = pQirr\L. (5.17)

The problem (call it P) under consideration is closely related to the problem P'
of determining the motion caused if the inner cylinder vibrates (Zi = — r^l + cos ut))
while the outer remains stationary (z2 = 0). The connection between the two is seen
by the following standard argument. The problem P originally discussed is governed by

du/dt + u du/dx + v du/dy = — pa' dp/dx + v{d2u/dx2 + d2u/dy2), (5.18)

the corresponding equation for v, the continuity equation, and the boundary conditions
appropriate to the vibration of the outer cylinder. (For this paragraph only, u and v
represent velocities in the x and y directions.) If we make the change of variables

x' = x — €Ti(l + cos o>t), t! = t, y' — y, u' = u + ?*! ewsinwi, (5.19)

and
p' = p — p0rx e co2 cos ut x = p — p0r, e to2 cos ut r cos 6, (5.20)
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we get a new problem with equations identical with (5.18) etc. but, due to the change
from x to x', with boundary conditions appropriate to problem P'. Consequently a
solution to P' can be related to a solution of P by (5.19) and (5.20). In particular, the
pressure on the inner cylinder for P' is found from the corresponding pressure for P
by subtracting p0r1ta>2 cos cd cos 6. This means that the force on the inner cylinder
in P' is found from (5.16) by adding

A' = MUou cos wt. (5.21)

Until now, the only assumption we have.made is that | e | « 1, i.e. that the amplitude
of vibration is small compared with the radius of the inner cylinder. As is seen from
(5.4), this allows us to neglect convection terms (to a first approximation) regardless
of the magnitude of R. That is (5.12) and (5.16) give the first order solution for small
amplitude vibrations, regardless of their frequency. As these expressions are complicated,
it is however advisable to examine their behavior for high and low frequencies.

For large R (and hence large | S |), = Im[e„(p) sin 4> exp (ir)] where, using the
asymptotic formulas for J and Y

«.<»> - - A.(£) [I Bin (s - |) - (p - i) cos (s - |)

-^(p + ]f)sin(S-l).

- ss (" + v)006 (s - ?)] ' (5-22)
A. = tC(2/xS)1/2[sin (S - 7r/4) - a3/2 sin (Sa - tt/4)],

B„ = C1(2/7r501/2[cos (S - tt/4) - a'2 cos (Sa - tt/4)], (5.23)

cL = (2/TS)a~1/\(x2 - 1) sin [S(a - 1)].

It is necessary to include the "small" 0(1/S) terms in the square brackets of (5.22)
because the "order one" term is in fact zero at the inner boundary. The region in which
the 0(1/| S |) terms are important is given approximately by (p — p"1) < | 1/S |
or p < 1 + R~i/2, r = rxp < 1 + (v/oi)l/2. As the term proportional to (p — p"1) is
the inviscid solution, we see that for high frequency oscillations the influence of vis-
cosity is primarily confined to a boundary layer near the inner cylinder having thickness
of order (v/w)1/2.

Using (5.22), one can compute the asymptotic form of the force on the inner cylinder
due to high frequency oscillations of the outer. The result is

F„„ = a (a - l)"MUaco{[2 + 2(2/7?)1/2] cos ut + 2(2 /Rfn sin ut]. (5.24)

From (5.21), when the inner cylinder is oscillating with high frequency as described
in Problem P', the force exerted by the cylinder (i.e. the force required to move it)
is then

-n« = «V - ly'MUM [a"v + 1) + 2(2/i?)1/2] cos ut + 2(2//?)1/2 sin co<}. (5.25)

- B,
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Since the center of the inner cylinder is at rle(l + cos ait), it has velocity V = r^eai sin
ut = U0 sin cot. Consequently, if a length L of the inner cylinder had mass M* it would
require a force of M*o}U0 cos ut to move it in the absence of a fluid. The fluid's presence
causes the appearance of an additional force MUau(a — l)-1 [a + 1 + 2a(2/R)1/2]
in phase with the acceleration, so the cylinder behaves as if it had the additional "virtual
mass" M(a — l)-1 [a2 + 1 + 2a2(2/2?)1/2]. The dependence of this expression on
a reflects the influence of the fixed outer cylinder on the force required to move the
inner. If the outer cylinder is made to recede indefinitely (a —> °°) the virtual mass
approaches M[ 1 + 2(2/72)1/2], which is Stokes' result for a vibrating circular cylinder
in an infinite fluid [12]. As R —» <*> the virtual mass approaches M, the mass of fluid
displaced; as it should be, this is the inviscid result.

The concept of virtual mass arises from the fact that a body moving in an inviscid
fluid is subject to an extra inertia'force which can be found by augmenting the body's
mass by a multiple of the mass of fluid it displaces, the numerical value of the multiple
depending on the nature of the motion and the shape of the body. If the fluid is slightly
viscous, the inviscid solution still holds, approximately, except for the boundary layer
region of slow motion near the body, so that one expects to find a correction to the
virtual mass due to the increase in the apparent size of the body caused by the boundary
layer. (We assume that separation does not occur.) In the problem considered here,
the viscous correction term to the virtual mass, [2a2(2M)1/2]/[(a2 — 1)RI/2], may be
interpreted in this way by writing it as 2x/2ApaLa /(a — 1) since A = 2wr^v/ui)1'2
is of the order of the area effectively added to the inner cylinder by the boundary layer.

In addition to the virtual mass force, there is a viscous damping force

-2(2\/R)Via\a -

on the body, opposing its motion. The coefficient here approaches 2-2I/2 = 2.83 as
a —> co. In experiments by Martin [6] and by Stuart and Woodgate [13], the values
2.87 and 2.94 were found for this constant. The small discrepancies could be due to
any of several factors, but as some finite container for the fluid surrounding the vibrating
cylinder must have been used, it is worth noting that a bounding outer cylinder of
8.5 and 5 times the radius of the inner could have produced the observed discrepancies.
Stuart in fact recalls that the ratio a for their experiment was of the order of 10 (the
outer container was cylindrical) so that about one-fourth of the observed discrepancy
is attributable to the presence of the outer cylinder. Martin used a vibrating wire in
a complicated set up: a photograph of his apparatus (in his paper) indicates that the
nearest obstacle is so many diameters away from the wire that the effect discussed
here is insignificant in his experiment.

For small R, the first order stream function is approximately

rf/i — (2 d0) 1 sin <f> sin ut[p + (a — l)p — a p 1 — 2(a2 + l)pln p], (5.26)

d0 = (a2 + 1) In a — a + 1, (5.27)

so that the response of the fluid is very nearly in phase with the forcing movement of
the boundary. The leading term in expression (5.16) for the force on the inner cylinder
due to vibration of the outer is

Fno — — 4(a2 + l)(d0-R)-1J/Z70w sin ut; (5.28)
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since A' of (5.21) is independent of R, this is also the leading term in the expression
for the force on the inner cylinder in problem P'. The principal force in low Reynolds
number vibration is therefore a viscous damping which becomes infinite as R approaches
zero.

Since d[{a + \)/d0]/da = — (a2 — l)2of1 d„2 < 0, the viscous damping decreases
from an infinite value as the ratio of the radii increases from unity (at fixed R). Note
however that (5.28) is valid only for finite a as it was derived under the assumptions
that | S | and | aS | are small. That is, mathematically, a small value of | aS | was assumed
in obtaining simplified expressions for A and B in (5.16) so that in discussing the variation
of (5.28) with a, we assume that R is fixed, and so small that (5.28) is valid for a range
of a. The solution for small Reynolds number oscillations in an unbounded fluid can
only be obtained by first letting a tend to infinity and then taking the limit for small R.
(See Stokes' results described below.) Physically, if | <S | = 721/2 = i\/(i>/w)l/2 is small,
then the thickness of the boundary layer is large compared to the radius of the inner
cylinder: if | aS | = r2/(v/<S)1/2 is also small, then the thickness of the boundary layer
is also large compared to the radius of the outer cylinder. Consequently, in deriving
(5.28) we have assumed that viscosity is important in the entire region between the
two cylinders.

Taking a further term in the expansion of (5.16) for small | aS |, we find that the
first correction to (5.28) is a force

Oi | 3d! * " bft In ft 3ft 6ft In ft 1 nrj-r . s~i / \ HfrT i /er nri\   —"72  —MUooi cos ut = —CrJajMUo cos wt (5.29)
O Mo

acting on the inner cylinder due to the vibration of the outer. This means that for small R
the virtual mass coefficient for problem P' is very nearly C0(a) — 1. Examination of
(5.29) shows that CQ(a) is infinite for a = 1 and for a = oo; and therefore has a minimum
for some intermediate ft.

As in [12], Stokes' result for the force on a cylinder oscillating at small R in an un-
bounded fluid can be found from the general formula of linear theory

p   T /  -MTt .'-'["i _ 4g,[(^)1/2]
F" - lm\ iMUoue [^1 K,[(iR)u2] + iRK[[{iR)l/2\

= Im {-iMUoooe^'lK - iK']} = -MU0w[K coseot + K'sincoi], (5.30)

where Kx is the modified Bessel function of the second kind as defined in [16], p. 374],
For small R, K and K' reduce to

K = 1 + */R(L2 + x2/16), K' = iL/R(L2 + x2/16), (5.31)

L = In (4/i2)1/2 — 7, 7 = Euler's constant = 0.577 • • • ,

which are the expressions obtained by Stokes [11]. If the oscillating cylinder is enclosed
by another cylinder, our work gives the results

K = C0(ft) - 1, K' = 4(q:2 + l)/(doR). (5.32)

A comparison of (5.31) and (5.32) shows that as R —» 0 the damping coefficient becomes
infinite like 1 /{R In R) for a cylinder oscillating in an unbounded fluid, and like l/R
if the fluid is bounded externally, within the boundary layer, by another cylinder.
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In the first case, the virtual mass coefficient also becomes infinite, more slowly, like
1 /{R In2 R) while in the second, the virtual mass coefficient remains finite.

It is possible to find suggestive physical interpretations for the derived variation
of the force with R and with a. Let us refer to the Stokes problem and the problem
considered in this paper as the "unbounded" and "bounded" problems respectively,
and let us consider the force on the inner cylinder due to its own vibration. That for
fixed a, in both cases, this force increases without limit as the Reynolds number tends
to zero can be regarded simply as reflecting the fact that vibrations in a very viscous
fluid are heavily damped.

That as R —* 0, the virtual mass tends to infinity in the unbounded problem but
approaches a constant in the bounded problem can be illuminated as follows. In the
solution to the unbounded problem, the radial factor in the stream function is a linear
combination of \/r and Ki[r(iR)1/2] [12]. Kx arises because of the inclusion of the Sip/dt
term and, mathematically, allows one to satisfy the viscous no-slip boundary conditions
at the cylinder. Physically, as in [11], if Stokes' solution is regarded as giving the behavior
at large time of a fluid agitated by a circular cylinder which at some instant begins
a sinusoidal oscillation from rest, then the d\p/dt term can be seen to provide the inertia
needed to curb what would otherwise be a continual increase in the amount of fluid
carried by the cylinder as it persisted in its oscillations. (Similarly, if a fluid with constant
velocity U at infinity flows past a cylinder, this curbing is accomplished by non-linear
terms like u dw/dx-linearly approximated by Oseen as U du/dx.) Since if R is very
small, the velocities arising from Ki are important until r becomes very large, it is
clear that at small R the influence of viscosity extends far into the fluid from the cylinder.
The fact that the virtual mass in the unbounded problem tends to infinity as R —> 0
is thus seen to be due to the fact that the amount of fluid pushed and dragged by the
cylinder—due to viscosity—also tends to infinity as R —> 0.

If the fluid is bounded externally, the situation is different. The radial coordinate
is now bounded so that if R is sufficiently small, the inertia terms are uniformly small
compared to the terms retained. As we have seen, the leading contribution to the stream
function is then the quasi-steady (5.26) which represents the in-phase response of an
inertia-less fluid to the motion of its boundaries. The next most important term in the
stream function gives rise to a finite virtual mass because the amount of fluid pushed
and dragged is at most the finite amount contained between the two cylinders.

From a simple point of view, the variation of the force with a should be governed
by the fact that the nearer the outer cylinder is to the inner, the greater should be the
influence of the outer cylinder, i.e. the greater should be the force on the inner—which
accounts for the decrease of the viscous damping with increasing a (at fixed small R).
But although the virtual mass first decreases as a increases, it reaches a minimum
and then starts increasing again. This is because the virtual mass is proportional to
the mass times the acceleration of the fluid pushed and dragged by the inner cylinder.
Now the closer the outer cylinder is to the inner, the faster u and v must change from
the values imposed by the vibrating inner cylinder to the zero values imposed by the
stationary outer cylinder, so that as a increases the derivatives of u and v, i.e. the accelera-
tions, decrease. But when a increases the amount of accelerated fluid increases. It appears
that at small a the former process dominates, at large a, the latter.

Once again, the above discussion of the qualitative effects of the outer cylinder is
valid only if | aS \ = aR1/2 = {r\u/vY/2 is small. Thus, discussing the pendulum experi-
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ments of Bailey, Stokes [11, pp. 83-7] uses (5.31) in computing the correction to the
virtual mass, and hence to the period, of the pendulum due to the thin wire by which
the spherical pendulum was suspended. This is justified (and our calculations assuming
small | aS | are not relevant) because although | S | ranges from 1CT1 to 1(T2 for the
various cases considered, and is certainly small, the outer cylinder is so far from the
wire that | aS | is of the order 102 and is thus not small but large. Appropriate simplifi-
cations of (5.16) for large | aS | and small | S | (the case of a boundary layer thin compared
with the radius of the outer cylinder but thick compared with the radius of the inner)
could easily be worked out, but the effect of the outer cylinder on Stokes' already small
corrections would be insensible.

6. Second approximation: small R. \p2 is found by solving the differential equation
(5.9) under the boundary conditions (5.11); it clearly has the form

= sin 20[C1(p) + C2(p) sin r + C3(p) cos t + C4(p) sin 2r + C5(p) cos 2r].

Since the solutions of the homogeneous equations are known, the inhomogeneous equa-
tions for the C's may be solved by variation of parameters. Finding \f/2 therefore presents
no difficulties other than computational ones, but these are formidable due to the com-
plicated expression obtained on substituting ^ into the right hand side of (5.9), and
due to the fact that two of the four solutions to the homogeneous equations are also
complicated combinations of Bessel functions.

Interesting results are still forthcoming if we make the simplifying assumption
that R is small and expand the known function \J/i and the unknown function \J/2 in
powers of R

i/'i = V'io + R^ii + • • • > ̂ 2 = ^20 + R^p2\ + • • • • (6.1, 6.2)

We obtain from (5.9) and (5.11)

— AA\f/20 = (a* — l)-1A[4p cos<£(1 + cos r)A^io]> (6.3)

p = 1: d\p2o/dp - d\p20/d<t> = 0.

p = a: d^o/dp = —a(a~ — 1) \2 sin r -f- sin 2r) sin 2<j>, (6.4)

d\f'2o/d,t> = —a2(a2 — 1) '(2 sin r -)- sin 2t) cos 2<t>,

. , 1 d(A>Aio , i^io) , A[4p cos0(1 + cos t) Aipn]--

4<.cos»»i.r _ aO|sW ((. 5)
a — 1 or

p = 1: din/dp = d^2i/d<t> = 0. p — a: di2\/dp = d\p2l/d<t> = 0 (6.6)

from which we can obtain \p20 and \f/21 . On substitution of \f/ia from (5.26), (6.3) becomes

— AA^-20 = —8(a2 + 1) do\a — l)_1[2sin r + sin 2r]p~2sin 2<f>.

The solution of this equation and the boundary conditions (6.4) has the form

^20 = /(p) sin 20[2 sin r + sin 2r],

/(p) = Aip-2 + A2 + A3p2 + Atp* — (a2 + l)[2(a2 — 1) d0] 'p2 In p,
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Fia. 3. Vibrating outer cylinder: steady streaming. (Since points in the hatched region are for a time
outside the outer cylinder, a steady streaming velocity cannot be usefully defined in this region.)

so that the equation for can be derived and the solution found to be of the form

, (cos 2r — 1) sin 2<£ , , . 1 + 2 cos r + cos 2r . „ , , N
<A2I = — -3— Mp) t~2  sin 2<j> h2{p)

do (a — 1; a0

+ 8(cos r + cos 2r) sin 2<f> h3(p).

The details are given in [9].
We observe the appearance of a second order steady streaming with stream function

4>>, = [*(p + p)e' + Kp2 ~ l)e[ ~ ~ 1)Al ~ /(2]"

The first two terms arise from \pY just as in the discussion of streaming at the end of
Sec. 3. (We have expanded the e(p) in (5.12) as e(p) = e0(p) — iRe,(p) + 0(R2).) The
last two terms arise from the aperiodic part of \p2 (not present in the case of Sec. 3).

A computation shows that for a = 2.718 the steady streaming forced by a slowly
vibrating outer cylinder (Fig. 3) shows little qualitative difference from that forced
by a stream slowly oscillating at infinity. (For the latter, see [1, Fig. 4].) One must
beware of a (false) conception of steady streaming as some sort of actual flow; this
would lead to the erroneous intuitive idea that the presence of the outer cylinder should
cause the f2s streamlines to bend around into closed paths. In fact, as discussed in Sec. 3,
the steady streaming velocity is an artificially singled-out part of the actual velocity.
Failure to realize that this singling-out has no meaning near the outer cylinder (to be
precise, in the hatched region of Fig. 3) would lead to the incorrect ideas just mentioned.
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